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divVoice - An Innovation Leader for Smart & Voice-Assisted
divVoice designs software and hardware systems for smart and connected devices for use
in business applications. Our products are highly designed, crafted and manufactured by a
top engineering team. Our vision is to bring voice assistance into more industries.
As a developer and manufacturer of voice assistants for professional use, divVoice offers
its customers a comprehensive solution that is suitable for different needs of the device
manufacturers.

Use cases

Ordering system

Care assistant

Medical assistant

Retail technology

Our ordering system for
the gastronomy improves
customer experience
and saves on staff using
voice commands, product
information and meal
recommendations.

With the help of our
modern voice assistance
system, a longer stay
in your own home
with individual support
tailored to your needs is
now possible.

Improve medical care
using connected and
voice-enabled devices
to minimize technical
overhead. Make use
of smart patient care
personalization, voice
assistants, treatment
logging and more.

Digitize retail using selfservice systems, kiosk
displays and smart
shopping carts. Inform
and upsell using smart
voice features.
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embidio Nano
For series production of smart products.
The embidio Nano is a resource-optimized module for series
productions. The compact and powerful technology with its multiple
functions is easy to integrate and thus enables a cost-efficient
implementation of new products with voice assistance.
It enables a fast integration of a robust and powerful voice assistant
that increases the range of functions and user- friendliness of your
device.

embidio Hub
Optimized solution for your
prototype development
embidio hub is an adaptive
installable module for device
manufacturers. The powerful
signal processors can be
configured and offer maximal
flexibility for microphone
placement.
The hub enables fast development of robust and powerful voice
assistants to improved user experience and to offer smart voice
functions.

We approached
divVoice with
complicated
requirements and a strict schedule
for our product development.
At divVoice our needs were
understood immediately and we
were given a hardware solution
adapted to our specific application
with proper signal processing
methods.
Thomas Horster-Möller
Chief Executive Officer
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For our VIVAIcare
voice assistance
project, we needed a
device that can keep up with our
innovative standard. In divVoice
we found a partner on an equal
footing. We especially liked that
divVoice has inspired our project
with its own design ideas. The
coordination and the interaction
were very pleasant and simple
from the first day on. Thank you
for the commitment, the high
quality and the uncomplicated
cooperation!
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embidio Systems
The easy way to start your
pilot tests.
embidio systems are
fully configured assistants in
different variants with housing,
display, etc. They simplify
software development, enable
pilot experiments and form the basis for development of new
customized projects.
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